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In the upper part of the print are the flaming tombs of arch heretics; the foregound is "the edge of the broken chasm," when the rocks fell at the moment of Jesus' death.
The twelfth engraving depicts the Mino taur, at the reproof of Virgil, plunging this way and that as a " bull which breaks his halter at the instant he has just received his mortal stroke." The two poets again are shown, toward the middle of the print, talking with Chiron, Nessus, and Pholus.
Nessus conducts them along the shores of the stream, to a spot where they may cross. Round the river -of blood ride the other centaurs "shooting with their arrows whatever soul lifts itself from the blood more than its crime has allotted to it." In the immediate foreground is the edge of the wood of the suicides.
In the engraving for the thirteenth canto the poets again are shown three times.
First entering the wood of the suicides, "Not green leaves were there, but of a dusky color, not smooth boughs but gnarled and tangled, not fruits but thorns with poison.
. Poor though they are as en gravings, they make Landino's Dante of I48I the one precious, illustrated edition which has come down to us.
